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Abstract: Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UASs), together with the miniaturisation of computers,
sensors, and electronics, offer new remote sensing applications. However, there is a lack of
hardware and software support to effectively develop the potential of UASs in different remote
sensing applications, such as the detection of radioactive sources. This paper presents the design,
development and validation of a UAS for the detection of an uncontrolled and point radioactive
source. The article describes a flexible and reusable software architecture for detecting the radioactive
source (NaTcO4 , containing 99m Tc) with a gamma-ray Cadmium Zinc Telluride (CZT) spectrometer as
a proof of concept. The UAS is equipped with multichannel air-ground communications to perform
missions beyond line of sight and onboard computation to process samples in real time and thus react
to any anomaly detected during the mission. An ad hoc ground control station (GCS) has also been
developed for the correct interpretation of the radioactive samples taken by the UAS. Radiological
spectra plots, contour mapping and waterfall plots are some of the elements used in the ad hoc GCS.
The article shows the results obtained in a flight campaign performing different flights at different
altitudes and speeds over the radiological source, demonstrating the viability of the system.
Keywords: UAS; CZT; UAS software architecture; radiological detection

1. Introduction
Current Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS) technology offers feasible technical solutions for
airframes, autopilots, communications and base stations [1]. The miniaturisation of computers,
sensors and electronics allows new remote sensing applications to be offered. As a result, UASs are
slowly becoming efficient platforms that can be applied to scientific/commercial remote sensing
applications [2–7]. Even remote sensing in dangerous situations is now seen as possible because the
human factor onboard the airborne platform is no longer present. This is the case of radiological
incidents; UASs are suitable platforms since they allow us to obtain a mapping of a contaminated
area without risking any human life. In addition, a UAS allows radiological measures to be carried
out in areas of difficult access where people and vehicles could not access. In addition, a UAS
allows measurements to be made quickly compared to walk measurements. Moreover, compared to
measurements with manned helicopters, a UAS has much better spatial resolution.
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In the framework of the European Metrology Programme for Innovation and Research (EMPIR)
(EMPIR, https://msu.euramet.org/calls.html), the European project “Metrology for mobile detection
of ionising radiation following a nuclear or radiological incident” (Preparedness, http://www.
preparedness-empir.eu/) started on 1 August 2017, lasting three years. Within the framework of
this project, one of the main objectives (WP1) is to develop unmanned aerial detection systems
installed on aerial vehicles for the remote measurement of dose rates and radioactivity concentrations.
The work presented in this paper is in the framework of WP1.
Flying a UAS is, up to a certain point, an easy task. Operating a remote sensing mission with
a UAS may require many other assets on the ground and in the air to fulfil specific data collection
objectives. To perform remote sensing operations, we have designed and implemented a flexible and
reusable software architecture called RPAS Mission Management Architecture (RIMA). RIMA is the
set of available software components running on top of a middleware to give support to most types of
UAS civil missions. Functionalities like enhanced flight plans, air-ground communications, a mission
control engine, data storage, onboard computation, autopilot management, etc. are offered.
This work describes the development and validation of UASs for the remote measurement of
dose rates and radioactivity concentrations. The UAS provides an early indication of affected areas
and quick and appropriate countermeasures, identifying possible stolen or lost radioactive sources.
At present, these uncontrolled radiation sources are being detected using people on foot, land vehicles,
manned aircraft or with sensors distributed on the ground. The UAS offers added value in terms of
safety, cost and efficiency. For the search and detection of radioactive sources, we propose the use of
two types of unmanned platforms: multi-rotors and helicopters. The proof of concept tests have been
carried out with a multi-rotor. However, in a more realistic scenario, it is necessary to use platforms
with more flight endurance. Therefore, we have developed the ARES unmanned helicopter (see [8,9]
for more details). A rotary wing vehicle allows Vertical Take-Off and Landing (VTOL) operations,
can hover, flies at slower speeds and is more manoeuvrable than fixed-wings. All of these features are
highly useful for searching for low activity radioactive sources.
The use of UASs in the detection and location of radioactive sources is not new in the literature.
MacFarlane et al. in [10] presented a new system for the detection and assessment of radionuclide
contamination in the environment, using a small multi-rotor UAS, a microcontroller, a LIDAR and
a GPS module. This system, which is capable of transmitting in real time the georeferenced radiation
measurements, was used by Martin et al. in different studies over recent years. Martin et al. in [11]
used the UAS carrying an integrated gamma radiation mapping unit to characterize radiologically
a single legacy mining site. In addition in [12], Martin et al. used the same platform to produce
a resolution map of contamination in three different locations near Fukushima. In 2016, Martin et al.
realized another study implementing a LIDAR on the platform and generating a 3D point cloud
of a Fukushima area with a rendered contamination map (see [13]). The last work presented by
Martin et al. in 2016 showed a trial deployment of a UAS equipped with a lightweight radiation
detection system on nuclear licenced sites (see [14]), where the number of geo-referenced counts per
second were stored using an accurate GPS system and an external laser altimeter to display a contour
map of the studied areas. All of these studies from MacFarlane and Martin proved the feasibility
of using UASs to find radioactive sources at low speed and low altitude. Additionally, from these
works, we can extract the success of installing a laser altimeter on the platform and using contour
maps in the GCS. Jacoppo Aleotti et al. in [15] integrated a compact light CZT-based gamma ray
detector on a commercially available UAS, implementing haptic teleoperation and using a 5 GHz
Wi-Fi channel to transmit all the information to the ground station. This haptic teleoperation helped
the operator to fly towards the direction of the maximum count rate and find the radioactive source.
Carina Cai et al. in [16] developed UAS prototype radiation detection and mapping to safely identify
irradiated areas in the event of a nuclear emergency, using two different channels to transmit video
and position information through a 5.8 GHz Wi-Fi channel and LTE, respectively. Daniel Behnke et al.
in [17] developed and validated a wide-area deployment of unmanned ground and aerial vehicles
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acting as an autonomous sensor swarm for the detection of radiological and nuclear material, by means
of an ad hoc wireless communication infrastructure based on LTE and Wi-Fi channels. This study
enabled a nearly fully-automated unmanned vehicle operation. One of the most recent works is the
one presented by Bai Li et al. in [18] where a multi-rotor platform is proposed to automatically search
uncontrolled radioactive sources, using Bluetooth and Wi-Fi networks to transmit all the data. Results
showed three different algorithms to find these radioactive sources.
We have taken into account all these previous works to add to our architecture the software
components needed to achieve the detection of a radiological point source. Besides the interesting
functionalities found in the literature, we have added some more to our system. We believe that it is
very interesting to use waterfall plots to represent radioactive spectra on the UAS ground control station.
The use of waterfall plots in the field of radioactivity metrology with mobile detectors is common;
however, we have not found this functionality in UAS ground stations. In addition, it is essential
to have the possibility of configuring the contour map parameters. For instance, we can configure
a threshold in the count rate in order to consider only counts over the background that improve
visualization. We can also configure a maximum count rate in order to eliminate possible electronic
noise in the detection system. This electronic noise can also be eliminated by including a threshold
in a channel in order not to consider counts lower than this channel, as electronic noise is commonly
in the low energy range. We have also observed the extended use in the commercial software of the
ISO N42.42 format files for the measured pulse height spectra provided by the spectrometric detectors.
Therefore, we have to be able to export the results of the flights to this file format. It is also crucial
to add not only the position of where the spectra have been taken but also the entire attitude of the
aircraft. Finally, we need the capacity to modify the flight plan of the aircraft in real time to re-analyse
areas at a lower altitude and speed to corroborate the position of the point source.
To validate the system, we have performed flight tests over a point radiological source. The source
used in the experimental campaign is a liquid solution of sodium pertechnetate (NaTcO4 , containing
99m Tc). The aerial operation was carried out in two phases: A first phase where the UAS performs
a scan pattern at a certain height and speed to cover the largest area possible. Then, a second phase
where the UAS semi-autonomously performs a scan pattern at a lower height and speed in those
areas where an anomaly has been detected. We say semi-autonomous because the UAS can calculate
waypoints on its own under a given area (see [19] for more details), but it is always the GCS supervisor
in charge who decides how to continue the mission. The source location, contour mapping, and the
source activity obtained in flights will be provided in the results section. Once the activity of the source
is calculated, then the radiological dose can be easily calculated.
Next, we will describe the hardware and software architectures used to detect a point source.
In Section 2, we will present the materials and methods used to perform the UAS mission. The paper
ends by discussing the results obtained in the flight campaigns and the conclusions derived.
2. Materials and Methods
This section introduces the hardware and software architecture developed to detect a radiological
point source. We will place particular emphasis on the developments explicitly made for this application.
2.1. Hardware Architecture
Figure 1 shows a block diagram with the components that make up the system and their
interactions. Basically, we have the air and the ground side. In the air side, we see that the flight
control unit used is a Pixhawk [20,21]. Pixhawk is an open hardware project which provides autopilot
hardware designs available to the academic, amateur and developer communities. Pixhawk supports
both PX4 [22] and ArduPilot [23] as flight stacks. In our case, the combination used is the Pixhawk 1
board with Ardupilot flight stack.
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Figure 1. Hardware architecture block diagram.

The Pixhawk has connected, through an I2C port, an altimeter laser; specifically the SF11/C model
from the manufacturer Lightware (Gauteng, South Africa) [24]. The autopilot uses a laser altimeter to
obtain the height with high precision and rate and to navigate following the orography of the terrain.
The SF11/C model is a long range (120 m), fast update rate (20 readings per second), lightweight
(35 g) laser altimeter designed specifically for use on UASs with ±0.1 m accuracy. In addition, to know
the position and direction of the aircraft, the flight control unit has a GPS module and a compass
connected. In our case, the model is the new Ublox Neo-M8N GPS module that includes a HMC5883L
digital compass, both integrated into the same device but with two different connectors. The GPS is
connected to the flight control unit using a UART, and the compass is connected using the I2C port.
Finally, the flight control unit is connected to the 433 MHz telemetry radio and 2.4 GHz
telecontroller receiver. The telemetry radio establishes a telemetry connection between the aircraft
and a ground control station, in this case the mission planner [25]. The mission planner is software
installed on a PC on the ground, which allows us to monitor the flight and manage the operation.
The 2.4 GHz telecontroller receiver provides direct manual control of the aircraft by the backup pilot
if required.
Regarding the payload, we have added the following components to carry out the search for
a point radioactive source. First, we added an onboard main computer, specifically a Raspberry Pi
3 Model B+ [26]. This computer is excellent for prototyping due to its low weight, large number
of ports for connecting devices and large support community. The Raspberry Pi 3 Model B+ has
an ARM Cortex-A53 with 1.4 GHz and 1 GB SRAM. The board also has 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz IEEE
802.11.b/g/n/ac wireless LAN, Bluetooth 4.2, four USB 2.0 ports, Gigabit Ethernet over USB 2.0
and extended 40-pin General-Purpose Input/Output (GPIO) header. Connected to Raspberry Pi,
through UART, is the Gamma-Radiation Micro spectrometer uSPEC from the manufacturer Ritec [27]
(Riga, Latvia). The detector is a very compact high-performance device with changeable Cadmium Zinc
Telluride (CdZnTe) detection modules. The air-ground communication with the onboard computer
could be performed through private radio networks using serial radio modems for low throughput
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and low latency communications, while high throughput short-range communications could be
performed through the Wi-Fi network by means of an IEEE 802.11 compatible board. For high/medium
throughput and long-range communications, a 3G/4G compatible modem which provides connectivity
to the internet is used. The 4G module attached to the onboard computer by USB is the 4G ZTE
MF823 modem.
Using 3G/4G technologies allows us to measure radioactivity, without getting close, wherever the
aircraft has coverage, no matter where the GCS is located. This is because, in addition to the spectra,
we are able to send UAS navigation commands using 3G/4G. In the event of a disaster, it is possible
that we will not have 3G/4G communications and therefore we will have to use other technologies
such as private radio networks. The use of private radio networks using serial radio modems allows
a range of a few km; the communication range depends on using a tracker antenna and antennas with
a certain gain, and increasing the transmission power used.
2.1.1. Laser Altimeter
The laser altimeter allows the flight control unit to calculate extremely accurate Above Ground
Level (AGL) altitude and also the rate of descent (by monitoring the altitude variation over time).
Due to inaccurate GPS-INS measurements, especially in the vertical profile, accurate AGL values are
fundamental for auto-landing operations and are also very useful for the correct geolocation of the
remote sensed objects of interest such as the radiological point source. In addition, the accurate AGL is
needed to calculate the activity of the radioactive source.
For the laser altimeter to work correctly, certain parameters must be configured (see Table 1).
•
•
•

Zero datum offset: It sets the distance from the mounting point to the initial measurement point.
Measuring mode: Quick response for low and off-water flights and long-range mode, to fly over
water or at altitudes above 50 m.
Median filter: It can be tuned to smooth the reading changes due to small rocks or bushes using
Median filter and Median filter size parameters.
Table 1. Pixhawk and laser altimeter configuration parameters.
PIXHAWK

LASER ALTIMETER

Parameter Name

Value

Parameter Name

Value

Parameter Name

Value

SERIAL4_PROTOCOL
RNGFND_TYPE
RNGFND_MIN_CM
RNGFND_GNDCLEAR
EK2_RNG_USE_HGT
EK2_RNG_M_NSE
AHRS_EKF_USE

9
8
1
10
70
9.5
1

SERIAL4_BAUD
RNGFND_SCALING
RNGFND_MAX_CM
EK2_ALT_SOURCE
EK2_GPS_TYPE
EK2_ALT_M_NSE
AHRS_EKF_TYPE

19
1
12,000
2
0
1
2

Zero Datum Offset
Measuring Mode
Median Filter
Median Filter Size

0.10
Quick response
On
5

Some Pixhawk parameters must be modified to operate with a laser altimeter as a primary altitude
source. First, SERIAL4_PROTOCOL specifies which protocol is needed, depending on the device
used. Then, serial speed should be set to the specific value desired by the altimeter (the same as the
Serial baud rate parameter) to enable proper communication, thus in the SERIAL4_BAUD parameter.
Reading characteristics of the altimeter also have to be set in parameters called: RNGFND_TYPE,
RNGFND_SCALING, RNGFND_MIN_CM, RNGFND_MAX_CM, and RNGFND_GNDCLEAR.
These parameters define the altimeter brand, relationship between readings and real distances,
minimum and maximum scale readings and the distance (in cm) from the mounting point of the
altimeter to the starting point of measurements (same as Zero datum offset), respectively. All these
parameter values have been selected to fulfil the chosen altimeter characteristics.
Parameters regarding extended Kalman filter (EKF) algorithm behaviour must be set up properly.
In Pixhawk, which EKF works as primary, it is set using AHRS_EKF_USE and AHRS_EKF_TYPE.
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In addition, EK2_ALT_SOURCE must be changed to declare that the GPS altitude will be used
over some percentage, specified in EK2_RNG_USE_HGT, of the laser altimeter maximum reading
(see RNGFND_MAX_CM). In other words, the laser altimeter can be used as the primary height source
below 84 m.
The EK2_GPS_TYPE controls the use of the GPS measurements. A value of 0 means that we use
3D velocity and 2D position. Finally, EK2_ALT_M_NSE and EK2_RNG_M_NSE can be adapted to
prioritize laser altimeter readings and almost avoid barometric ones. These two last parameters have
been adapted after performing some flight tests, to improve the flying behaviour of the UAV platform.
All the values used in flights are shown in Table 1.
2.1.2. DJI F550 Airframe
The F550 is an almost-ready-to-fly (ARF) platform hex-rotor aircraft released by DJI (Shenzhen,
China) [28]. The aircraft has a diagonal wheelbase of 550 mm and a take-off weight between 1200 g
and 2400 g. The F550 ARF kit is equipped with 960 KV motors, specifically the model DJI 2314E.
The propellers used are 9.4 inches in diameter and 5 inches in pitch. The electronic speed control
(ESC) is the model 420 LITE with 20 A as the maximum allowable current, compatible with 3-cell and
4-cell batteries (see Figure 2). Using this setup and the components described in the previous section,
the UAS achieves a flight time of approximately 10 min with a 4-cell and 10,400 mAh battery.

Laser
Altimeter:
Lightware
SF11/C

Main CPU: Raspberry Pi 3
– Model B+
4G Modem
Wi-Fi Module
Radiation Detector: CZT

Figure 2. Unmanned Aircraft Platform with the onboard computing.

2.1.3. Radiation Detector
In order to select a detector to be mounted in a drone, there are several basic features that
should be taken into account. One of the most important is the weight of the complete detector
system; indeed, for the multi-rotor F550 with a low payload capacity used in the experimental
campaign, the weight should be minimized. Another important feature is the robustness of the
system. Sensitivity and energy resolution are the other important parameters related to an efficient
measurement. Therefore, the selected detector is based on a semiconductor crystal of Cadmium Zinc
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Telluride (CdZnTe), which also includes the charge sensitive preamplifier, main amplifier, digital
signal processor, high and low voltage power supplies and computer interface, all in a compact
housing. It is communicated and powered from the main computer via a USB port and the maximum
consumption is 100 mA (4.5–5.25 V). The selected model is the µSPEC1500 of 1500 cm3 volume, which is
the biggest size provided by the company Ritec (Riga, Latvia).The dimensions of the detection system
are 25 mm × 25 mm × 72 mm with a weight of 80 g. A good resolution of less than 3.5% is achieved by
this detector which is much better than the typical NaI scintillator detectors that have a resolution of
around 7% [29]. Another advantage of the semiconductor detector compared to the scintillator is that
the semiconductor is almost not sensitive to temperature fluctuations, in contrast to the scintillator
that has a significant channel shift in the energy calibration response. The energy range of the detected
gammas is from 20 keV to 3.0 MeV, which includes both the main natural and artificial energies in case
of a nuclear or radiological accident.
2.1.4. Point Radiological Source
The source used in the experimental campaign is a liquid solution of sodium pertechnetate
(NaTcO4 , containing 99m Tc), commonly used in nuclear medicine by hospitals, in a small Eppendorf
vial. The activity of the source was 9.47 MBq at 8:30 a.m., which is lower than the activity limit for
an exempt threshold of 10 MBq [30]. Exemption values are appropriate levels of risk below which
regulation is either not necessary or can be “light touch”.
This source is convenient for use in such test experimental campaigns because it is exempted
material according to radiological protection regulations. The 99m Tc source has an emission gamma
probability of 0.89 s−1 per Bq with an energy of 140.5 keV.
The half-life (T1/2 ) of 99m Tc, the time required for the activity of the source to reduce to half its
initial value, is 6.00072 h. Therefore, the activity during the measurement campaign is calculated with
the following equation in order to consider this fast decay of the source:
A ( t ) = A0 e

− Tt Ln(2)
1
2

.

(1)

The fluence rate at a point (φ̇) in cm−2 s−1 is defined as the total number of particles incident on
a small sphere of cross-sectional area per unit time and can be calculated with the following expression:
φ̇ =

Aν ( µρ )ρd
e
,
4πd2

(2)

where
A is the activity of the source in Bq,
ν is the gamma emission yield for 99m Tc energy of 140.5 keV: 0.89 s−1 Bq−1 ,
d is the distance of the source in cm,
( µρ ) is the mass attenuation coefficient in air for 99m Tc energy of 140.5 keV: 0.134 cm2 /g,
ρ is the air density: 1.2 × 10−3 g/cm3 .
The fluence rate can be also calculated from the net counts per second (cps) detected with the
following equation:
φ̇ =

( NT − NB )
t

e

,

(3)

where NT is total counts in the photopeak, NB is background (The background is the spectra adquired
when the source to be measured is not present.) counts in the photopeak region, t is acquisition time in
seconds, and e is the full-energy peak efficiency per incident fluence rate in cm2 for the mentioned
energy, which is calculated using Equation (4):
e = p S,

(4)
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where p is the detection probability per incident gamma photon for a monoenergetic parallel beam of
140.5 keV and surface area S. A common method to determine the efficiency (ρ) is by the use of Monte
Carlo simulations. Monoenergetic parallel gamma beams incident to the detector were simulated
using the software package PENELOPE/penEasy (v2015-05-30, https://inte.upc.edu/en/downloads/
peneasy) [31]. The software provides the detection probability per emitted gamma of the parallel beam.
Knowing the net cps and the distance of the source, the activity in Bq is estimated by equalling
Equations (2) and (3):
( N − N )/t
A = 4 π d2 T µ B
.
(5)
−( ) ρ d
νe ρ
We will use all formulations to calculate the activity of the source, using the cps detected during
the different flights performed. The results of these flights will be illustrated in Section 3.
2.2. Software Architecture: RPAS Mission Management Architecture (RIMA)
Orchestrating all the aircraft components described above to perform a semi-autonomous mission
efficiently is no easy task. In many cases, ad hoc software solutions are developed for a specific
application; this implies practically starting integration from scratch in the light of any type of
component change such as autopilot, payload sensor, etc. The existence of an avionics framework
package specifically designed for UASs may alleviate the development costs, reducing them to a simple
configuration or parameterization. RIMA defines an architecture based on components and services.
A framework has been developed based on this architecture to reduce “time to market” when creating
a new UAS application, and to simplify the development of all systems required to implement the
actual mission.
RIMA has been developed entirely in Java. This means that RIMA is a cross-platform, that is,
a compiled RIMA program/executable runs on all platforms for which there is a Java Virtual Machine
(JVM). The RIMA framework is based on independent components that can be loaded or not to make
the configuration of the software that fulfils the requirements of the mission. As is shown in Figure 3,
RIMA is composed of a core that provides the ability to communicate the upper software layers.
These layers can be components/services or other systems or applications.

Component 1

Component 2

Service n

..

Service n

Service 2

Service 2

Service 1

Service 1

..

Component n
Service n

...

..

Service 2

Service 1

RIMA CORE
Figure 3. The main concepts of RIMA architecture.

RIMA defines the following software concepts:
•

System ID: The air and ground segments that are part of the mission have different “System IDs”.
In this way, we can differentiate the aircraft and control stations. All the components of
a “System ID” are visible within the Network communications (see Section 2.2.1 for more information).
The communication of different “Systems ID” is carried out by means of Radio communications.
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Component: A component is a group of strongly related services that provides a complete
functionality, or a technology abstraction such as cameras, embedded boards, etc. For example,
the autopilot component interfaces with the autopilot providing a unique communication
mechanism. It provides telemetry reading services, flight plan modifications and readings,
and autopilot mode changes. Another example is the thermal camera component which contains
all services related to taking pictures or changing thermal camera parameters.
Service: A service provides a simple functionality. The service applies a process over input and
output data. For example, inside the autopilot component, we have a service which is in charge
of publishing the aircraft’s attitude and another service to publish the GPS data, among others.

Over the last four years, we have used previous configuration profiles of RIMA for different UAS
applications: for example, searching hot-spots after a forest fire [8,32], search and rescue missions [33],
or 4G at different height coverage measurements [34]. All these previous developments have allowed
us to achieve a pool of reusable and common components for future applications. Therefore, many of
the components that we are going to explain, or even RIMA core, have not been implemented for this
particular application. However, it is necessary to describe them in order to correctly understand the
work performed and the software technologies used for this remote sensing application.
Figure 4 shows those concepts that are covered by RIMA. RIMA is autopilot independent because
it is able to provide an interface to the functionalities offered by autopilots such as Ardupilot, PX4,
DJI or Piccolo Autopilots [35]. Different components for each autopilot have been developed over the
last four years. Therefore, when we use one autopilot or another, we only have to load the component
that corresponds to that autopilot.

RIMA: Rapid Prototyping Architecture
Tools for mission flow definition
Data processing and the
payload integrated

Autopilot Abstraction layer for
Ardupilot or PX4, DJI and
Piccolo Autopilots

Mission
Autopilot
Independent Oriented

Build around plug-in system.
Two map engines supported:
WorldWind and JxMapViewer

Adaptive
Ground Control
Station

Development.
Utilities
IDL based on XML
Code generation tools
Supported simulated vehicle

Local and
Distributed data
sharing

Data
Storage

Wireless
Air-Ground
Comm.

Local sharing by EventBus
Distributed data over DDS
(OpendDDS)

Mavlink message protocol
RAW TCP, RAW UDP and MQTT
Private Radio Networks, Wi-FI
and 3G/4G

Embedded, locally
distributed SQL database

Figure 4. Main features of RIMA.

RIMA differentiates three types of communications: real-time communications between
components, asynchronous communications between components and real-time communications
between “System IDs”. RIMA is capable of exchanging messages following the publication/subscription
paradigm. For the exchange of messages between services, we use Guava EventBus [36] or the MQTT
protocol [37]. If more than one board is required, we can use the MQTT protocol.
Air-to-ground communications are formatted using Mavlink communications protocol
messages [38]. RIMA has implemented three different communication networks: Private Radio
Networks, Wi-Fi and 3G/4G. RIMA uses all three communication systems to send data, but it selects
the communication system with less latency. When the aircraft has little coverage on any of the radio
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communications links, the latency will increase and the system will discard it to use another link with
less latency. In that way, we can use Wi-Fi while the aircraft is in Visual Line-Of-Sight (VLOS) but in
Beyond Line-Of-Sight (BLOS), we lose Wi-Fi coverage and air-ground communications are redirected
to the 3G/4G device.
In many missions, it is impossible to download all the information acquired by the sensors to
the ground in real time, either because of the size of the data or due to the low bandwidth available.
RIMA has a mechanism to store all the information acquired by the different sensors or devices
integrated into an SQL database.
Another exciting feature of RIMA is the ability to auto-generate code using XML files. When we
want to exchange a new message in RIMA between services, we describe that message in Interactive
Data Language (IDL), which is based in XML. Then, RIMA has a series of scripts to auto-generate the
necessary Java code to encode and decode this message by any component that takes part in RIMA.
RIMA implements separate ground software components that are capable of interacting together
in a particular GCS. RIMA provides a map engine for viewing 2D or 3D maps depending on the needs
of the mission and ground station. Currently, we use JXMap for 2D and WorldWind for 3D to embed
the map over a GCS application.
The configuration profile of RIMA used to carry out the search for a radioactive source has been
called RIMASpec. When the RIMASpec configuration profile is loaded, RIMA loads the necessary
software components to carry out an environmental radioactivity metrology mission.
Next, we are going to explain each of the software components that are loaded in RIMASpec for
the air and ground segments. In addition, in the ground segment, we will see a description of the
graphical components implemented in the GCS.
2.2.1. RIMASpec Air Segment Software Architecture

RIMA SPEC: AIR Architecture

Figure 5 describes the software components used in the air segment of RIMASpec. In the upper
part of the figure, we can see the three pieces of software that compose the RIMA core: components
communications, persistent data storage and multichannel air-ground communications.

RIMA Core
RIMA Components
Communication
Autopilot
Interface

Relative Alt.
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Vehicle GPS
Position
Vehicle Attitude

Laser Altitude

High Level Flight
Commands

Relative altitude
base on DEM
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Ardupilot
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Storage

RIMA Multichannel
Air-Ground Comm.

Mission
Manager

MCA
Interface

4G Network
Monitor

Start/Stop
Sensors

Generic MCA
Interface

Signal Power

Automatic Sensor
Configuration

Spectrum
Processing

Interferences

Full Spectrum
On-demand

Communication
Latency

Acquisition
Synchronization

Figure 5. RIMASpec Air Segment Block Architecture.

Communication between services is implemented in RIMA components communications,
also called network communications. As we have mentioned before, this communication is done
using the Guava EventBus or MQTT libraries. We mainly use Guava EventBus which allows
communication between services that are executed in the same process. Guava EventBus allows
publish–subscribe–style communication between components without requiring the components to
explicitly register with one another.
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RIMA persistent data storage allows data generated by the different components (autopilot,
sensors, laser altimeter, etc.) to be stored, and at the same time to be consulted asynchronously to the
generation. RIMA persistent data storage acts as a database and is implemented using Hibernate [39]
and the database H2 [40]. While Hibernate allows a simplified use of SQL language, H2 offers us
a light database engine with which it allows support for an embedded database, in memory and in
server mode.
RIMA Multichannel Air-Ground Communications provide communication capability based on
the combination of a scalable set of technologies, depending on availability and the performance of
the networks. The communication between the vehicle and the ground station could be performed
through private radio networks using serial radio modems for low throughput and low latency
communications, while high throughput short-range communications could be performed through
the Wi-Fi network by means of an IEEE 802.11 compatible board. Access to the mobile network is also
supported using a 3G/4G compatible modem which provides connectivity to the internet. Access to
the internet could be used to extend the range of vehicle and ground communications as well as enable
the capability of sharing data among third party systems.
As we can see in Figure 6, proprietary communications are point-to-point and use a serial
connection with the main onboard computer. In Wi-Fi communications, we use UDP connections,
granting different IPs and identifiers to the aircraft. Mobile network communications are made using
the Internet of Things (IoT) protocol MQTT. In MQTT, all communications pass through a broker.
In our case, we have used the Mosquitto MQTT broker.

Private Radio Network

Wi-Fi Network (IEEE 802.11)

Serial Connections

UDP Connections

core.system.id =
100
radio.serial.port =/dev/ttyUSB0
radio.serial.rate = 57600

core.system.id =
1
radio.serial.port =/dev/ttyUSB0
radio.serial.rate = 57600

core.system.id =
101
radio.serial.port =/dev/ttyUSB0
radio.serial.rate = 57600

core.system.id =
100
radio.udp.server = false
radio.udp.server.address = 192.168.10.25
radio.udp.server.port = 14560
radio.udp.local = 14561
core.system.id =
1
radio.udp.server = true
radio.udp.server.address = 192.168.10.25
radio.udp.server.port = 14560

core.system.id =
101
radio.udp.server = false
radio.udp.server.address = 192.168.10.25
radio.udp.server.port = 14560
radio.udp.local = 14562

Mobile Network
MQTT Connections
Mosquitto MQTT
Broker
Pub/Sub
/radio/{SystemID}/#

Pub/Sub
/radio/{SystemID}/#

rima.pc.ac.upc.edu:1883
core.system.id =
1
radio.mqtt.server = tcp://rima.pc.ac.upc.edu:1883

core.system.id =
100
radio.mqtt.server = tcp://rima.pc.ac.upc.edu:1883

core.system.id =
101
radio.mqtt.server = tcp://rima.pc.ac.upc.edu:1883

Figure 6. RIMASpec Multichannel Air-Ground Communications.

Returning to Figure 5, we can see the different software components and services that we have
loaded to make the application. The first component we found is the interface with the autopilot.
The autopilot interface component is responsible for communication between the different components
of RIMA and the autopilot. This component has been implemented to support autopilots such
as Pixhawk or based on DJI technologies. The services that take part in this component have the
following functionalities:
•

Publication of the GPS position of the vehicle.
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Publication of the attitude of the vehicle.
Management of the flight plan.
Management of direct commands to the autopilot.

The relative altitude component deals with the laser altimeter, if it is installed in the platform.
Otherwise, relative altitudes are based on the Digital Elevation Model (DEM) where the UAS is going
to fly. In RIMASpec, we have installed a laser altimeter to give high accuracy in altitude measurements.
The mission manager component allows the mission automation to be configured by means
of a Mission Template Definition. This template is written in XML and allows us to load different
parameters that will be useful when performing the mission. For example, in the case of RIMASpec,
we need to know when the main computer should turn on the detector and start taking spectra, or what
the integration time of the detector should be. The parameters sent from the ground must correspond
with those defined in the air template.
The MCA interface component has three different services. First, we have the service called the
Generic MCA Interface that interacts as an application program interface (API) with the CZT detector.
Then, we have the Spectrum Processing service which is in charge of taking the spectra generated
by the detector, compressing them, adding the necessary information from where they have been
taken and sending them to the corresponding communications channel. Finally, the full spectrum
on-demand service is in charge of acquiring a specific spectrum from the database and sending it
to the ground before a specific request from the ground segment. The Raspberry 3 RAM and CPU
consumption when acquiring, processing and sending spectra is 10% and 45%, respectively.
The 4G Network Monitor component allows the state of the network to be monitored in terms of
signal strength and quality, and, on the other side, the performance of the network can be measured in
terms of throughput, latency and interference. In this way, if the UAS is operating BLOS, we can know
if we are entering an area with little 3G/4G coverage. This issue is important because, if we lose 3G or
4G coverage, we will lose the link to the aircraft.
2.3. Radiological Ground Control Station
As mentioned in previous sections, to detect radiological point sources, we have developed
new software components for RIMASpec. In Figure 7, we can see a block diagram with the main
components of the GCS. The core of RIMA remains intact among all the applications and is the same
for both air and ground segments. In the case of the components in the GCS, each one manages
different services analogous to what happens in the air segment. In addition, all of them have an
associated window in the GUI (Ground User Interface), or part of it, to display information and provide
an interface to manage these services and to monitor the mission.
Most of the components used in the ground segment are not unique for this application, but
instead will appear throughout all applications created with RIMA as they manage basic information
for missions with UAS. For instance, the Aircraft Tracking Component manages and displays the
position of the UAS in the map layer and the attitude; speed and altitude is in the Vehicle Overview
Window (see Figure 8). Another example is the Autopilot Interface, which is in charge of managing
the commands to monitor the flight plans (map layer) and provide the interface to change the flight
modes of the drone (Command Window). On the other hand, the components Mission Manager and
4G Network Monitor show and facilitate the interaction with the air segment to send the mission
commands and manage the information of the 4G link. This information would be shown in two of
the tabs in the Overview Window shown in Figure 8; the tabs are minimized in this case.

RIMA SPEC: Ground Architecture
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Figure 7. RIMASpec Ground Segment Block Architecture.

The only software component created from scratch for this application is the one marked with
a dotted line in Figure 7, and it has many different services, which are explained in the following
paragraphs and related to GUI windows.
Command
Window

Vehicle Overview
Window

Overview
Window

Spectroscopy
Mission Section

Tools
Window

Spectrum
Information
Heatmap
Controls

Waterfall
Plot
Window

Waterfall
Plot
Controls

Properties
Window
Map Layers
Air-Ground
Connection
Status

Figure 8. RIMASpec Ground Control Station screenshot and description windows.

The spectroscopy mission tab in the Overview Window (see Figure 8) shows all the information
about each of the received spectra from the air segment, which are captured by the radioactivity
detector. This information includes the total counts in the spectra, the maximum number of counts
in one channel and which channel has it. Finally, the counts per second are also shown, as well as
the High/Low ratio. The High/Low ratio shows how counts are distributed along the channels to
see if the radiation detected is natural or artificial, depending on which channels have more counts,
the initial or the final ones, respectively. Three different types of times are displayed too. First, real time,
which represents the detector’s total time of integration. This integration time can be divided in two;
live time shows the exact amount of time that the detector has been measuring photons, and dead
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time, the remaining time of the integration that has not been used for measuring. The controls of the
contour map and waterfall plot are also available in the same window.
The properties window has been prepared to show two different tabs; the one shown in Figure 8
displays every spectrum with greater precision showing the counts in each of the available channels
(action made by counts/sec chart service). As the spectra are compressed to be sent from air to ground,
each of the channels shown on the graph corresponds to the sum of eight real channels, since the
sensor used captures 1024 channels and we sent 128. The position and time information about the
spectra displayed on the graph are also provided. The button (“DL Full Spec”) appears on the same
tab to download the full spectra with all 1024 channels and display them on the graph. The Download
Full Spectrum On-Demand service of Figure 7 manages the functionality button. In the second tab,
a smaller waterfall plot is displayed.
To obtain a full waterfall plot, it is necessary to open the waterfall plot window, which is managed
by the Waterfall Plot Service. Each of the received spectra appears in this window but is displayed
using a colour scale. Therefore, if any of the channels contain a large number of counts, they can be
quickly identified. The operator can also see the evolution throughout the flight of all the received
spectra because they accumulate in the waterfall plot windows. In addition, if there are any spectra
that seem to be of greater interest, it is possible to click on them to see their location on the contour
map and all the information in the properties window. Another facility offered by RIMASpec GCS is
the ability to create xml files in the N42 format (N42 Files import/export service in Figure 7), used for
radioactivity readings. Three buttons appear in the waterfall plot window. The first one is to export
N42 files in real time (“RTN42”) as every spectrum arrives. The second one is only to export the
selected spectrum file (“SelN42”), in case it is of great relevance. Finally, there is a button to export all
the spectra at once (“AllN42”), normally used at the end of the flight to get all the N42 at once.
The radiological information not only appears on the waterfall plot or in the properties window
but also appears on a contour map in the map layers (contour mapping service in Figure 7). The contour
map shows the radiation levels at each of the analysis points (in counts per second) similar to the
system used by the author [14]. In addition, everything is normalized to a height of one metre using
the inverse-square scaling algorithm as in the works by the authors [11,12,14], the difference being
that this normalization is also used for the waterfall plot colour scale. The detector provides not only
the radiation of a small point located directly below the sensor but also of a larger area, considered to
have a diameter of twice the altitude obtained by the laser altimeter (due to the aperture of the sensor).
For each spectrum reaching the ground station, an area of the discussed size is painted, which causes
areas to overlap; in this case, the distances from the centre point of their respective measurements are
compared and the value is pondered appropriately.
In any case, depending on the irradiation of the source and the sensor used, the contour map
and the waterfall plot often require slight tuning to improve visualization. This modification is made
by means of the controls present in the overview window. Five controls are present in this window.
First, the operator can modify the minimum and maximum number of counts per second to be taken
into account, in order to eliminate the background radiation from the environment and therefore see
the source in a more isolated way.
On the other hand, it is possible to filter which channels measured by the sensor should be used,
so that possible electronic noise is eliminated. Using the last control, the maximum number of counts
measured in a single channel can be modified, so that a larger peak can be simulated to see the change
in the waterfall plot.
Finally, the air-ground connection status control shows the status of the connection between air
and ground systems, turning the LED green, yellow or red if the connection is failing or there is no
connection, respectively.
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2.4. Data Acquisition
Data acquisition was carried out using a scan pattern with passes parallel to the runway
(Figure 9A,B) and other passes in perpendicular (Figure 9C,D). The point source used in the
experimental flight campaign is the one described in Section 2.1.4. The source was placed in an
unknown place to try to be located by the UAS. To do this, we use a two-phase scheme. First, we do
the scan (A) or (C) at a height of 4 or 3 m and 3 m/s speed and then we do a second smaller scan (B) or
(D) at a height of 2 m and 2 m/s speed. With the first scan, we limit the area where the source is and
through the second scan we can locate the source with greater accuracy. Performing both phases with
the same batteries was risky. Therefore, for safety reasons, the transition from the 1st to 2nd phase was
performed manually.
The altitude of the flight determines the spacing between tracks in flight plans. Since the detector
footprints have a diameter of approximately twice the height carried by the UAS, the flight plan is
adjusted so that there is a small overlapping of the measurements. In this way, in the 2-m flight,
the flight plan tracks are separated to less than 4 m; in the flight with a height of 3 m, the flight
plan tracks are spaced at less than 6 m, and in the 4-m flight, the flight plan tracks are almost 8 m
away. Considering the flight plan tracks, the UAS endurance and the detector described in Section 2,
the biggest area that can be covered is around 6900 m2 .
It is important to point out that for this type of source with low activity and with the detector that
we have embarked, the flights have to be carried out at a very low height and speed. When we fly at
an altitude of 5 m and 3 m/s, the detector does not receive enough counts to detect the source. For this
reason, the flights were made at a maximum height of 4 m and a maximum speed of 3 m/s.

Figure 9. Flight plans designed for the experimental flight campaign (1 cm = 29.5 m). Flight plans
designed to the experimental flight campaign. Parallel to the runway (A,B), perpendicular to the
runway (C,D).

The system requires three operators throughout the whole operation, with one backup pilot for
safety reasons and two operators within the ground control station:
•
•
•

The backup pilot to manually operate the vehicle if necessary.
One operator to supervise the UAS operation continuously, carrying out tasks such as monitoring
the flight telemetry and alarm information of the UAS.
The second operator to supervise the progress of the mission (especially the detector), such as
reading the waterfall plot, checking the contour mapping and proposing plot and flight
plan updates.

The task of the second operator is critical. This operator is an expert in the field of environmental
radioactivity metrology and therefore knows how to interpret each spectrum quickly. In this way,
the operator can carry out an adequate setup of the ground station in real time. Using the GCS slide
bars, the operator configures the maximum and minimum number of cps and the channels to be
displayed on the contour map. This correct configuration makes it easier to differentiate between
background and radioactive activity.

Height=2m Speed=2m/s
Post-processing

Real-time
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3. Results and Discussion
In Figures 10–12, we can see the results obtained from the experimental flights. On the left
of the figure is shown a screenshot of the GCS where the second operator is. On the right of the
figures is a post-processing 3D plot using MATLAB (R2018b, The Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA, USA).
Height=4m Speed=3m/s
All the flights were performed with the
same GCS setup to see different contour mapping with the
altitude variation.
To produce the 3D plots of the detected radiation distribution, brief post-processing of the grid,
generated in the map layer to plot the contour map, has been used. To perform this post-processing,
the grid is exported after tuning the contour map, modifying the channels to be used and establishing
the minimum and maximum counts per second (using the controls previously presented in the
RIMASpec GUI). Three files are exported: one with the position (latitude, longitude and altitude),
another with the counts per second and, finally, the last one with the real track that the drone has
followed throughout the flight. Then, using MATLAB, all positions that have a number of counts
per second under the background noise (about 6–7 counts/s) are set to 0. Finally, the three data sets
(position, counts and the flight track) are
plotted in
3D to obtain the graphs presented.
Height=2m
Speed=2m/s
Post-processing

Real-time

Height=5 m Speed=3 m/s

Figure 10. Real-time and post-processing results of the flight experiments at 5 m.

Figure 10 shows that at 5 m and 3 m/s, the UAS is not capable of distinguishing between the background
and the point radiological source. Only very low activity is detected in the post-processing plot.
In Figure 11, we perform flights parallel to the runway in two phases as we noted at the beginning
of this work. In the first, we fly a scan pattern at an altitude of 4 m and 3 m/s. Once we have an idea of
where the point source can be, we perform a second pattern of scanning at a height of 2 m and 2 m/s.
We see that, in this case, we locate the source inside one of the 2 m × 2 m squares of the contour map
and in the waterfall plot. With a click on the waterfall plot, we can position the source on the contour
map. In addition, in post-processing in 3D, there is no doubt of the approximate location of the source.
We say approximate because we have the intrinsic errors of GPS.
In Figure 12, we perform flights perpendicular to the runway and in two phases as in the previous
case. Again, we can locate the source more clearly because we detect more counts per second. In this
case, we probably fly over the point source or very close to it by performing these perpendicular tracks.
By analysing the spectra individually, we can obtain the activity of the source calculated by
the UAS and compare it with the real activity of the point source. A preliminary evaluation of the
source activity has been carried out in order to evaluate the developed methodology. The activity
was calculated when the detected number of counts was at its maximum (see Figure 12). In this
measurement, it is considered that the UAS is flying over the source. The selected spectrum was
acquired at 10 h 42 min 36 s at a height of 219 cm over the ground and an acquisition time of 2.50 s.
The position measured by the GPS was 41.2881374 of latitude and 1.3315661 of longitude. The total
number of counts detected in the photopeak is 32.
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Height=2m Speed=2m/s
Post-processing

Real-time

Height=4 m Speed=3 m/s

Height=2 m Speed=2 m/s

Figure 11. Real-time and post-processing results of the experimental flights parallel to the runway.
Post-processing

Real-time

Post-processing

Real-time

Height=5m Speed=3m/s
Height=3 m Speed=3 m/s

Height=2 m Speed=2 m/s

Figure 12. Real-time and post-processing results of the experimental flights perpendicular to
Post-processing
Real-time
the runway.

The background count rate was obtained using 20 spectra measured at more than 30 m from the
source and at a height of around 2 m above the source. The average of these 20 spectra is 1.102 cps,
which led to a background count of 2.76 for the 2.50 s acquisition time.

Height=4m Speed=3m/s
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Expression (5) is used for estimating the activity of the source. Its uncertainty is calculated
according to the EA-4/02 document [41]. The partial expressions for the uncertainty calculation are
µ

( )ρd

presented in Table 2. The term e ρ
has a contribution to the standard uncertainty of less than 1%;
therefore, it is not included in the table.
According to the measured data and considering that the standard uncertainty of the distance is
50 cm and for efficiency is 0.1 cm2 , the results are shown in Table 3.
Table 2. Contributions to the combined uncertainty for the activity estimation.
Quantity
Xi

Estimate
xi

Type

Standard
Uncertainty
u ( xi )

Probability
Distribution

νi

NT

NC

A

( NC )0.5

Normal

∞

NB

NC

A

( NC )0.5

Normal

20

d

d (cm)

B

Experimental

Normal

∞

e
A

e (cm2 )

B

Experimental

Normal

∞

Sensitivity
Coefficient
ci

Contribution to the
Standard Uncertainty
ui (y)

4 π d2 /t

ci u ( xi )
ci u ( xi )

µ

−( )ρd

νee ρ
4πd2 ( NT − NB )/t
ν e2 e

ci u ( xi )

µ

−( ρ )ρd

Combined uncertainty (u) ( Bq m−3 )

Equation (5)

ci u ( xi )

µ

−( )ρd

νee ρ
4πd2 /t
−
µ
−( )ρd
νee ρ
8πd( NT − NB )/t
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r

∑ u2i (y)
i

Expanded uncertainty (U) ( Bq m−3 )

U = ku

Table 3. Results of the uncertainty contribution for the source activity.
Quantity
Xi

Estimate
xi

NT
NB
d
e
A

32
2.76
219
1.15
7.1

Standard
Uncertainty
u ( xi )

νi

Sensitivity
Coefficient
ci

5.7
∞
235,584
1.7
20
−235,584
50
∞
62,876
0.10
∞
−5,986,917
Combined uncertainty (u)
Expanded uncertainty (U) k = 2

Contribution to the
Standard Uncertainty
ui (y)
1,332,664
−391,382
3,143,800
−598,692
3.5
7.0

Using Expression (1), an activity of the source of 7.4 MBq is calculated at 10:42 a.m. This value is
quite close to the 7.1 Bq estimated with the UAS. However, it should be considered that only one value
was calculated and the obtained precision can be much lower for other acquired spectra.
It is clear from the results that the parameters that have the most influence over the uncertainty
contribution are the distance to the source and the low number of detected counts. This will be
overcome in the next system developed by using a 200 × 200 NaI scintillator. The much higher efficiency
of the NaI compared to the CZT detector will allow flights to be carried out at a higher altitude.
4. Conclusions
With the results obtained, we can conclude that RIMA Spec is capable of detecting and locating
point sources. The developed ground station brings new elements to those found in the literature that
we consider very useful in the experimental flights. The use of 4G or point-to-point radio modems
as ground-to-air communication technology is very suitable for this type of mission. In the event of
a radiological incident, the operation must be performed out of the pilot’s line of sight, so long-range
communications technologies will be necessary. The activity detected by the UAS is very similar to the
real one as we have seen in the previous section. The real-time adjustment of the contour map is critical
to be able to differentiate the source from the background. The location has some uncertainty, but we
consider that there is enough precision to send a ground patrol to the point source. As we commented
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before, the parameters that most influence the uncertainty contribution are the distance to the source
and the low number of detected counts. Therefore, we are integrating a 2”× 2” NaI detector that will
allow us to perform flights at higher altitudes, higher speeds and more cps. Thanks to the software
development (RiMASpec) done in this work, we only have to change the detector interface, in the air
segment, to perform operations with the new detector.
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Java Virtual Machine
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